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I'm kind of like wtf, but at the same time excited lol Did anyone else who got the mod before it went away encounter this in game? I had to use pregnancy.. Tanja1986 is the maker of this super cool mod which you can download through this link.. I packaged all the flavors into one so I am not filling up the download section with flavors.

Now couples will be devastated by the event, and it’ll take a lot of work to get things back in order.. The teen sim was even able to take a pregnancy test which confirmed the pregnancy outside of my mod.

Although not essential, it is a fun thing to have in your custom collection The creator is Couquett and you can download her mod here.. Solved: My sims refuse to woohoo in a double bed! They'll woohoo in a closet but not in the bed! Please check the Helper's Corner for Sims 4 or Sims 3 and The Academy.. Creator Scaldwellhu agrees And they made a mod to make cheating as big a deal as it usually is in real life.. My sim's daughter did indeed have a baby, but it was extremely odd She did not have pregnancy buffs, nor did she look pregnant at
all.

And you can download it from ModTheSims Easy Male Pregnancy Mod – 1 2In The Sims 4, women don’t have to be the only ones to get pregnant! Whether in heterosexual or homosexual relationships, it’s a lot of fun watching the men freak out about their big bellies.. But sometimes there are complications, and that’s just a fact of life This mod by LittleMsSam introduces a slight chance that one morning, a pregnant Sim may wake up with cramps and abdominal pain, prompting them to go to the hospital.

Well, thanks to Masterdinadan, now you can adjust the time length of each pregnancy in the game.. Everyone Can Have BabiesHere is another great mod that allows everybody to get pregnant! That includes every straight couple or otherwise, one partner or the other.. The baby came out normally Any questions feel free to ask I would be careful with that mod too as it made a few adjustments to my game! Like when my Sims tried for a baby, i couldn't do a pregnancy test etc.. Certain traits will either increase or decrease risky woohoo chances
Teen Pregnancy Buffs Basically all this will do is add pregnancy buffs to your female teen sim.. So the baby will start off with the percentage you choose As a toddler through Teen they will start learning life skills/lessons.. If that isn’t real, I don’t know what is 16 More Best FriendsI’ve never been able to give a definitive answer when someone asks who my best friend is.. Quite honestly, this is one of the most realism-enhancing mods I’ve ever seen But only the most hardcore players will actually have fun introducing accounting into their sim lives,
which is why I don’t place it higher in this ranking.. For example: Out of 3 generations, I had 2 sims who apparently didn’t care if they “accidently” got pregnant by their lack of protection usage while my 3rd sim was very careful and never got pregnant by accident with Woohoo.. Change Log: 3/14/18 ADDED: New Add-On to give teens pregnancy buffs Change Log: 2/27/18 Patch 2/22/18: Patch added new categories for the new Jungle Adventure Pack.. For this reason I always found it unrealistic that sims would just get angry at their cheating
spouse for a little bit before returning to normal, at least whenever infidelity was actually discovered. e10c415e6f 
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